RESOURCE LIST, THE GENUINE ARTICLE


The Complete Guide to Article Writing, Naveed Saleh (Writer’s Digest books)

The Creative Call, Janice Elsheimer (Shaw Books)

The Elements of Style, William Strunk, Jr. and E.B. White (W.L.C.)

How to Submit an Article or Story, How to Write the Personal Experience Article, How to Write the Sure-Sell Article, pamphlets, Susan Titus Osborn

On Writing Well, William Zinsser (Harper Perennial)

Proofreading Secrets of Best-Selling Authors by Kathy Ide (Lighthouse Publishing of the Carolinas)

The Renegade Writer: A Totally Unconventional Guide to Freelance Writing Success, Linda Formichelli and Diana Burrell (Marion Street Press, LLC)

Unleash the Writer Within: The Essential Writers’ Companion, Cec Murphey (OakTara)

Writer’s Digest Handbook to Magazine Article Writing, Michelle Ruberg, ed. (Writer’s Digest Books)